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Abstract

Self-Sovereign Identities (SSI) are identity management systems that appoints users as the sole
manager of their digital identities. Users of an SSI system are allowed to request digital credentials
from issuers, and present a minimised set of data attributes to verifiers. Once issued to the user,
digital credentials are only kept by the user themselves, or a third-party appointed by the user.
Credential attributes can be shared by revealing them directly, or keeping them hidden to verifiers.
Users can authenticate the presented attributes by providing a Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) of valid
issuer signatures on their credentials to the verifiers. A ZKP is one of the basis of SSI systems since
it allows the user to proof that the signatures are true, without actually sending them to the verifier.
Due to their growing popularity, several open source SSI systems have been developed. Some
approaches such as Sovrin implement a blockchain, or a distributed ledger, to manage credential
schemas. While other SSI projects such as IRMA does not. In this thesis, the two open source SSI
systems; Sovrin and IRMA, will be studied using an SSI evaluation framework. Their differences
in terms of their reliance to a central authority and usability of each system is highlighted. Then, a
comparison of the ZKP protocol used in their underlying anonymous credential system was done.
Both SSI system utilized the Identity Mixer (Idemix) anonymous credential system. Hence, the
main difference between the Idemix implementation of Sovrin and IRMA is in the storage method
of the credential schemas used to issue and verify credentials. Finally, the performance of the ZKP
protocol used during credential disclosure in IRMA’s Idemix implementation was pitted against
the ZKP protocol of an alternative anonymous credential system based on Algebraic Message
Authentication Code (AMAC). The evaluation was done in terms of the disclosure proof size, and
disclosure proving time. The results showed that the AMAC implementation produced a proof with
a smaller storage space than Idemix. However, while the AMAC implementation showed faster
proof creation times than Idemix for a small number of attributes, its performance deteriorates
when the number of proven attributes becomes larger than 25. Despite these benchmarks results, it
seems that SSI systems such as IRMA prefer Idemix because the digital signatures on credentials
can be verified using the issuer’s public key. It was summarized that while alternative credential
proving methods like AMACs are compatible with open source SSI systems such as IRMA, the
best credential proving method depends on the SSI system’s requirements.
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1 Introduction

Organizations have their fair share of successes and failures when deploying identity management
systems. Recently, security researchers have managed to gain access to 1.3 million user data
from Indonesia’s electronic Health Alert Card (eHAC) records that were stored in an insecure
database [1]. The leak describes how hackers can extract Personal Identifiable Information (PII) and
Covid-19 test results of eHAC users from the government’s central database. Due to their ability
to minimize the risk of storing sensitive user data, Self-Sovereign Identities (SSI) are seen as one
of the solution to identity management problems. Delegating the autonomy of digital credentials
to users can increase security and introduce efficient verification procedures [2]. An SSI system
will empower users to have control over access to their digital credentials, by allowing users to be
the sole custodians of their digital credentials and choose which credential information are shared
with a verifying entity [2, 3]. Verifiers can request and validate the latest information with users
to maintain up-to-date records. In addition, restricting presented attributes to a minimal set can
achieve data minimization.

SSI systems use Attribute-Based Credentials (ABC) to represent data in a credential, and authenti-
cate users who bear credentials containing identifying attributes required by the verifying entity
[4, 5, 6]. Attributes possessed by the owner are represented as integers and contained within a
transferable cryptographic container. A Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) protocol allows selective
disclosure of attributes contained in an ABC. ZKPs possess a useful feature that enhances data
minimization by allowing users to prove that their credential contains a valid attribute without
disclosing additional information about them [7]. With the advent of Privacy-Enhancing Technolo-
gies (PET), various projects have proposed SSI implementations using different techniques. Some
incorporate a blockchain in their SSI system such as the Estonian government’s national identity
system [8], uPort [9], and Sovrin [10]. While other projects such as IRMA [11] and UnlimitID [12]
rely on non-blockchain approaches. From these aforementioned SSI projects, Sovrin and IRMA
have provided open source access to their resources and uses ZKPs to prove valid ownership of
issuer signatures in their credentials.

Both Sovrin and IRMA implement the identity mixer (Idemix) anonymous credential system which
exchanges ZKPs of Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL) signatures [13]. This design decision is taken
despite the existence of other anonymous credential systems such as those based on Algebraic
Message Authentication Code (AMAC) [14] that are reported to have better performance than
signature-based approaches. Based on this observation, this thesis posits the main research question:

Why do Sovrin and IRMA use Idemix instead of keyed verification credentials based on AMACs?

In this thesis, the difference between Sovrin and IRMA as an SSI system, along with the ZKP
protocols used for credential disclosure are examined. In addition, the applicability of an alternative
credential proving method such as AMAC was also examined by implementing it in one of the
aforementioned SSI systems. Therefore, the following additional research questions are formulated:

• RQ1: What is the difference between Sovrin and IRMA’s SSI implementation? Through this
research question, the following sub-questions are proposed:

– SQ1.1: What are the benefits and downsides of a blockchain SSI system?

– SQ1.2: What are the benefits and downsides of non-blockchain SSI system?

• RQ2: What is the difference between Sovrin’s and IRMA’s ZKP protocol? Are different ZKP
protocols interchangeable between them?
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• RQ3: Can keyed verification credentials based on AMACs be implemented as proving
mechanism for Sovrin or IRMA? What are the differences in performance between their
current ZKP protocols and the newly implemented alternative method?

Through answering these research questions, the findings presented in this thesis will contribute
an evaluation of Sovrin and IRMA in terms of their SSI characteristics and Idemix credential
proving mechanism. Recent studies have presented their evaluation of both SSI system in terms
of their functionality [15, 16, 17]. But the literature review suggest that a direct in-depth study of
their ZKP protocol does not exist. Furthermore, the findings described in this thesis will showcase
the applicability of alternative credential proving methods for Sovrin or IRMA. This is done by
comparing the credential proving performance of keyed verification credentials based on AMACs
against the Idemix implementation used in IRMA.

The thesis document will be divided into the following chapters. In chapter 2 the literature review
of relevant works are presented. The literature review contains the principles and components of
SSI systems, cryptography preliminaries of anonymous credentials, along with an elaboration of
ABC and blockchain for SSI systems. Then, in chapter 3 a brief description of existing SSI systems
including Sovrin and IRMA are given. Next, in chapter 4 Sovrin and IRMA’s SSI implementation
are compared using an SSI evaluation framework [15]. Afterwards, in chapter 5 the difference
between Sovrin and IRMA’s ZKP protocols are elaborated. In chapter 6, the credential proving
benchmarks of keyed verification credentials using AMACs against the Idemix implementation used
in IRMA are presented. Finally, to discuss whether each research question have been addressed, all
findings pertaining each research question are summarized in chapter 7.

2 Literature Review

This chapter will present a literature review of concepts relevant to this thesis. The first part of the
literature review covers the principles of SSI systems including an elaboration of the participants in
an SSI system and two proposed SSI standards. The second part of the literature review contains an
explanation of the cryptographic concepts related to anonymous credentials. Finally, the third part
of the literature review includes a brief description of ABCs and blockchain technology.

2.1 Principles of Self-sovereign Identity Systems

A digital identity is defined as a set of self-attested or assigned validated claims about a digital
entity [18]. Digital identities can contain the same attributes defined in physical identities such as a
birth certificate, passport, or diploma. Throughout the years, digital identity management models
have evolved from a centralized model to more user-centric models [2, 3]. In a centralized identity
model, each identity provider manages their own record of the user’s digital identity. However,
as users begin to use varying Internet services such as email and social media from different
companies, this centralized model lacks portability, leading to the establishment of the federated
identity model. Federated identities allow users to use an existing digital identity from one identity
provider with services offered by third-parties. In the Federated identity model, user accounts are
bound to policies and restrictions set by the identity provider. To introduce more freedom and
autonomy to users, user-centered identity models such as OpenID[2] were created. User-centered
identity models allow users to generate their own credentials and use them with third-parties. But,
since managing these user-centered credentials require some technical knowledge, many users still
gravitate to identity services provided by major online giants such as Facebook and Google that
still share the common restrictions of federated identities. SSI systems are the latest iteration of
identity management models.
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In Allen’s highly cited proposal [3], SSI is described as an emerging identity management model
that allows individuals to have autonomy over third-party access to their credentials. Users are free
to manage and present their credentials, without having to suffer from lock-ins and restrictions.
Selective disclosure is a feature of SSI that can enhance user privacy, by allowing users to present
a minimized set of attributes to verifiers. Another important characteristic of SSI is user consent.
Therefore, even if credential access is given to a third-party, they still require the user’s permission
to share information about the credential with other third-parties. The ten principles that describe
the objectives and characteristics of SSI are meticulously presented in Allen’s proposal [3]. The ten
SSI principles are:

1. Existence. A self-sovereign identity contains publicly accessible attributes of an existing
physical identity.

2. Control. Users should always be able to present, alter, and keep their identity, as well as
make claims to its validity.

3. Access. Users are not bound to policies and restrictions preventing them from retrieving and
accessing identity claims or data.

4. Transparency. The systems and algorithms used to issue and verify identities in the network
should be transparent.

5. Persistence. Identities should exist for a long time, or until its validity is revoked by the user.

6. Portability. Data regarding identities must not be kept solely by a centralized third-party.

7. Interoperability. Identity should be usable between a large number of services.

8. Consent. Users must consent to the access of their identity by a third-party.

9. Minimalization. When user data is disclosed, it should contain the least amount of informa-
tion to complete a transaction.

10. Protection. The rights of users must be protected, even when a conflict arises between the
needs of the network against the user’s rights.

2.2 Participants in Self-sovereign Identity Systems

Up until now, several participants of an SSI system have been mentioned. But this section will
formally define the role of issuers, provers, verifiers, and verifiable data registries in an SSI system.
These descriptions are summarized from [4, 19].

Issuer. An issuer is a trusted entity in the SSI system that can create claims about a user or subject.
These claims are then packaged into credentials and given to the user. The credentials are signed
with digital signatures to certify their authenticity for when they are presented to a verifying entity.

Prover. Once a credential is issued, a prover can present attributes in the credential to authenticate
themselves with verifiers. To avoid confusion, users will be generalized as provers for the rest of
this discussion. It should also be mentioned that provers do not necessarily have to be the subjects
of a credential, as shown in section 2.3 about SSI standardization efforts where a prover can present
the credential of another individual.

Verifier. A verifier is an entity that receives and processes presented credentials. Verifiers will
validate a credential to determine if they contain a valid issuer’s signature. Issuers and verifiers can
be a separate or a single entity.
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Verifiable data registry. A verifiable data registry can either be a participant or a system-specific
repository. Their main obligation is to manage the credential schemas used during credential
issuance and verification, manage issuer keys, and maintain a revocation list of revoked prover
credentials. In an SSI system that uses a blockchain such as Sovrin, the blockchain acts as a
verifiable data registry[20]. In a non-blockchain SSI system such as IRMA, this role is fulfilled by
the schema manager [4].

2.3 SSI Standardization Efforts

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) have established the Verifiable Credentials Task Force
(VCTF) tasked with creating SSI standards online [21]. The VCTF has recommended two standards
for SSI systems which have abstract descriptions to allow for a wide variety of implementation.

FIGURE 1: Verifiable Credential and Verifiable Presentation Graph

The first online standard recommended by the VCTF is the Decentralized Identifiers (DID) data
model [22]. Decentralized identifiers are unique identifiers that reference an object called a DID
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document which contains information associated to a digital identity. In the documentation [22],
DID is akin to Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI). DID documents are serialized data models
which contain the identifier property, verification method property, and service property. The
identifier property can be used to identify the owner of the identity called the DID subject, and
entities who are authorized to make changes to the DID document are called DID controllers.
Cryptographic keys can be included inside the verification method property to specify how subjects
can present authorization or cryptographic proofs to third-parties. The service property of a DID
document expresses ways that the DID document can be used to communicate with the DID subject
such as authentication or interaction methods.

The second online standard recommended by the VCTF is the Verifiable Credentials (VC) data
model[19]. A verifiable credential is a collection of tamper-evident claims made possible by the
addition of digital signatures. A claim is an assertion made about a subject’s attribute (e.g, prover is
a citizen of a certain country). In the case of digital identities, a claim can describe how a prover
possesses a unique identifier, certain role permissions, or knowledge of a secret key [18]. The VC
recommendation describes three roles that an entity in a network can perform [19]. These roles are
akin to the SSI participants that have been previously described. An issuer, is an entity that performs
assertions about a subject’s attribute and signs the claims for a verifiable credential. A subject is the
entity whose assertions are made to. The subject can present their credentials to verifiers, but the
VC recommendation also states that subjects may delegate their credentials to a third-party that
presents them on their behalf. Lastly, a verifier is an entity that validates a verifiable credential.

The three basic component of a verifiable credential are the credential metadata, claims, and proofs
[19]. These components are expressed using the DID document specification and is shown in Figure
1 as the credential metadata graph. A graph describes how a subject who have claims, are related to
other subjects or data [19]. As shown in Figure 1, the credential metadata contains the type of the
verifiable credential, issuer DID, the issuance timestamp, and a claim referred by the credential.
In this case, Alice claims to be a citizen of Example Country, and this claim is enclosed in a
credential issued by the country’s central government. The credential metadata graph is linked
to a proof graph that contains the issuer’s digital signature. The proof component of a verifiable
credential consists of the digital signature type, nonce, signature value, signature timestamp, and
the public key of the signing entity. The proof graph shown in Figure 1 contains a digital signature
signed by Example Country, and a copy of their public key is provided to allow verifiers to
validate the signature.

When a prover exchanges a verifiable credential with a verifier, it will package it in a verifiable
presentation. A verifiable presentation is a representation of the verifiable credential data given
to the verifier. The verifiable presentation consists of the presentation metadata component, the
verifiable credential, and the presentation proof component. In Figure 1, the credential metadata and
credential proof are combined with a presentation metadata that contains the type and terms-of-use
of the verifiable presentation. The verifiable presentation is then linked to a presentation proof that
contains the prover’s digital signature. The presentation proof consists of the digital signature type,
nonce, signature value, signature timestamp, and the public key of the proving entity.

To allow presentations without attribute disclosure, the verifiable credential and verifiable pre-
sentation can be extended using ZKPs to create presentations that contain claims derived from a
verifiable credential. While the details of the format of ZKPs for a verifiable presentation are not
specified, the VC data model [19] specified three requirements:

1. A credentialSchema property must be present in the derived verifiable credentials to allow
referencing of the credential model used to generate the credential proof.
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2. The verifiable presentation must not contain any data that can enable the verifier to link the
prover between multiple verifiable presentations.

3. The verifiable presentation must contain a proof property to allow the verifier to validate
that the credentials presented in the verifiable presentation were issued to the prover without
disclosing additional data.

2.4 Anonymous Credentials

FIGURE 2: Sequence diagram of Chaum’s basic anonymous credential system

Anonymous credentials are used to exchange messages during issuance, presentation, and verifica-
tion of digital credentials. Anonymous credentials was initially proposed by Chaum [23], illustrated
using the analogy of a prover and an issuer in the midst of a credential issuance process. Figure
2 describes Chaum’s anonymous credential proposal pictorially. A prover requests an issuer to
sign a new pseudonym written on a piece of paper, lined with carbon paper, and inserted into
an envelope that has the prover’s known pseudonym. The issuer then receives the envelope with
the known pseudonym written on the envelope, signs the envelope with a stamp, and sends the
stamped envelope back to the prover. The pseudonym inside the envelope now possesses the issuer’s
signature (due to the carbon paper being stamped), while the issuer has no knowledge of the new
pseudonym inside the envelope. The prover can then proceed to use the newly signed pseudonym
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with a verifying entity. The verifier accepts the presented pseudonym because it has the issuer’s
signature.

The basic anonymous credential system proposed by Chaum [23] has several weaknesses. First, the
pseudonyms can only be presented to the verifier once, lacking anonymity since a used pseudonym
can possibly be linked to an individual. Second, the prover authenticates using pseudonyms,
not attributes like modern credential systems. The revisions addressing these weaknesses are not
discussed in this document. However, the concepts introduced in Chaum’s proposal are implemented
in modern anonymous credential systems.

2.4.1 Commitment Schemes

A method that prevents other parties from learning about a committed value is called a commitment
scheme [7]. A commitment scheme consists of a commitment phase where each party in the network
commits a secret value unbeknownst to their counterparts, and a reveal phase where each party make
their secret values public. In Chaum’s anonymous credential system [23], the pseudonym given
to the issuer is enclosed in an envelope to prevent the issuer from learning about the pseudonym.
Furthermore, the prover cannot simply take an arbitrary pseudonym and combine it with a signature
from another pseudonym because the issuer stamps the pseudonym while it is still sealed in the
envelope. The issuer’s inability to distinguish the contents of the envelope and the prover’s inability
to alter the pseudonym signed by the issuer correspond to a commitment scheme’s hiding and
binding security properties.

In order to intuitively define the security properties of commitment schemes, an abstract commit-
ment scheme shall be used as an example. Let P be a set of prime numbers and R be a set of real
numbers. A value x ∈ P and a random element r ∈R R are committed in a commitment scheme
using the public algorithm c←C(x,r).

FIGURE 3: Hiding security game for commitment schemes

The hiding property corresponds to the verifier’s ability to distinguish a prover’s committed secret.
A commitment scheme is information-theoretically (resp. computationally) hiding if no infinitely
powerful (resp. computationally bounded) adversary can win the hiding security game [7]. Figure
3 displays the hiding security game for the abstract commitment scheme. The game starts by the
adversary generating two messages x0 and x1 with equal lengths. The challenger then generates a
random r ∈R R and a random bit b ∈R {0,1}. The challenger outputs c←C(xb,r) to the adversary,
with the bit b randomly selecting either message x0 or x1. Finally, the adversary wins if they can
successfully determine whether x0 or x1 is used in the commitment c.
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FIGURE 4: Binding security game for commitment schemes

The binding property corresponds to the prover’s ability to alter their committed secret after
making a commitment to the verifier. A commitment scheme is information-theoretically (resp.
computationally) binding if no infinitely powerful (resp. computationally bounded) adversary can
win the binding security game [7]. Figure 4 displays the binding security game for the abstract
commitment scheme. The game begins by the adversary outputting the values x ∈ P and r ∈R. The
adversary wins if they can output x′ ̸= x and r′ ∈ R, where C(x,r) =C(x′,r′).

The literature [7] describes efficient commitment schemes based on group operations such as the
Pedersen’s commitment and Elgamal commitment, and their security properties are the same with
the abstract commitment scheme described above.

2.4.2 Zero-Knowledge Proofs

A Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) protocol is used to show how a prover can convince a verifier that
they possess a secret attribute without disclosing the attribute itself [7]. Referring back to Chaum’s
anonymous credential system [23], the issuer does not know the pseudonym in the envelope, yet
is convinced that a new pseudonym is enclosed for them to sign. An interactive protocol between
mutually untrusting parties can be used to exchange proofs of knowledge. In order to simply
explain ZKPs and effectively describe information exchange between a prover and verifier, an
honest-verifier ZKP shall be assumed for the remainder of the discussion. An honest-verifier means
that the verifier will follow the protocol steps correctly [7].

A ZKP can be represented with an interactive protocol called a sigma protocol [7]. Sigma protocols
consist of the commitment phase, challenge phase, and response phase. In the commitment phase,
a prover creates a commitment containing the knowledge of a secret attribute. Then, the verifier
will present a challenge to the prover in the challenge phase. Afterwards, the prover will generate a
response that will be validated by the prover.

FIGURE 5: Interactive Schnorr’s identity sigma protocol
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A sigma protocol for the Schnorr identification protocol illustrated in Figure 5 will be used to
demonstrate how ZKPs are constructed. Suppose P possesses a secret x, which is a discrete
logarithm of y← gx, with respect to g in a finite abelian group G of prime order q. The prover P
can proof in zero-knowledge to a verifier V that they posses the secret value using a sigma protocol
[7]. The sigma protocol begins by P producing a commitment r and sends the commitment to V .
Afterwards, V produces a challenge e and sends it to P. Then, P encodes the secret value x in the
response s and outputs the result to V . Finally, V produces a valid or invalid bit based on the result
of the verification algorithm r ?

= gsy−e. The proof of knowledge of the secret value x = logg y can
be written using the notation π = PK{(x) : y← gx} as done in [14], where the relations of the
values in the proof of knowledge can be extended using the ∧ operator to write proofs for multiple
secrets. In later discussions, some proofs may have a nonce to ensure the freshness of the challenge
and response values in the protocol. The notation used to describe a proof with a nonce will be
done in a similar fashion to [24]. For example, the proof of knowledge of a secret value x = logg y
in a Schnorr identification protocol with a nonce n can be written as π = PK{(x) : y← gx}(n).

The following formal notations for a sigma protocol can be used to define the elements of a sigma
protocol [7]. The algorithm R(w,k) is used to create the commitment r from a random value k
and a secret value or "witness" w. The value e is the challenge from the challenge set E. The
algorithm S(e,w,k) is used to create the response s ∈ S from e and k. The verification process
V (r,e,s) outputs a valid or invalid bit. The algorithm S′(e,s) is used by the verifier during the
verification process to produce the commitment r that can verify the transcript (r,e,s). Finally, the
algorithm E((r,e,s),(r,e′,s′)), sometimes called the knowledge extractor, is used to extract the
secret w. This knowledge extractor is only valid for protocols that possess the special soundness
property [7].

Using the previously mentioned formal notations of a sigma protocol, the components of the
Schnorr identification protocol in Figure 5 can be reinterpreted as:

∃x where y = gx and witness w = x

R(x,k) := r← gk

S(e,x,k) := s← k+ xe mod q

V (r,e,s) := true if and only if r = gsy−e

S′(e,s) := r← gsy−e

E((r,e,s).(r.e′,s′)) := x← s− s′

e− e′

A ZKP protocol needs to have the completeness, soundness, and zero-knowledge properties [7].

A complete protocol should allow the verifier to accept the transcript with a probability of 1, if the
prover possesses the secret and follows the protocol correctly. The Schnorr identification protocol
is complete because if the prover provides the correct commitment and response values, the verifier
can compute and verify r← gsy−e to produce a valid response bit.

The soundness property denotes that a verifier should only have a small chance of accepting the
proof if the prover is lying about their secret. The prover in the Schnorr identification protocol can
lie about having a valid secret x with the probability of 1/q. If the protocol is executed with an
invalid secret bit, the prover has a 1/q chance of successfully producing a valid bit in the verification
phase. In some cases, a ZKP protocol possess a special soundness property if the secret attribute
can be recovered using two sets of transcripts with the same commitment but different challenge
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and response bits. The Schnorr identification protocol is special sound because the secret can be
recovered by computing x← s−s′

e−e′ .

The final property is zero-knowledge, where a set of valid transcripts V is indistinguishable from
a set of simulations S. A simulation is a transcript of the sigma protocol produced by the verifier
without interacting with the prover. For example, assume the simulation S = {(r,e,s) : s ∈R Zq,e ∈R

Zq,r = gsy−e} and valid transcript V of the Schnorr identification protocol. In both S and V , the
values for r,e,s are selected with the same distribution as long as the requirements r = gsy−e

holds. Therefore, the simulation and valid transcripts of the Schnorr identification protocol are
indistinguishable, making the protocol zero-knowledge.

A ZKP protocol can be interactive, or non-interactive. The Fiat Shamir heuristic can be used to
convert an interactive protocol into a non-interactive protocol [7]. SSI systems such as IRMA
uses a sigma protocol in the Fiat Shamir heuristic [25]. In an interactive protocol, the challenge is
selected by the verifier. In a non-interactive protocol, a cryptographically secure hash function is
used to hash the prover’s commitment along with the public parameters and statement that has to
be proven. The result of the hash function is used to replace the challenge selected by the verifier
in an interactive sigma protocol. The non-interactive sigma protocol of the Schnorr identification
protocol can be seen in Figure 6.

FIGURE 6: Non-interactive Schnorr’s identity sigma protocol

2.4.3 Camenisch-Lysyanskaya Signature

Digital signature schemes are used to provide message integrity. A digital signature scheme formally
consists of the signing algorithm s← Sigsk(m) and the verification algorithm Veri f ypk(s,m) with
the public and private key pairs (pk,sk) [7]. The sender can attach a signature generated with their
private key to a message, and the recipient can verify the signature using the sender’s public key. A
secure signature scheme must possess the Existential Unforgeability against a Chosen Message
Attack (EUF-CMA) property, where it is unfeasible for an adversary to create an existential forgery,
which is a valid signature on a random message generated by the adversary [7].

One example of a digital signature scheme is the Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL) signature scheme
used in Idemix [26]. The CL-signature scheme is selected as the basis for Idemix because a single
signature can be used to certify multiple attributes, supports blind issuance of attributes, and
allows provers to prove signatures in zero-knowledge [13]. The CL-signature scheme consists of
the KeyGen function to generate the public and private key pairs, as well as the Sign and Verify
function used to create and validate signatures. The functions used in the CL-signature scheme
will be presented in the following text. Table 1 contains the bit lengths of the system parameters of
CL-signatures used during the discussion.
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Parameter Description Bitlength
ℓn size of the RSA modulus 2048
ℓe size of e values of certificates 597
ℓm size of message attributes 256
ℓv size of the v values of certificates 2724
ℓr security parameter in the security proof of the system 80
ℓφ security parameter of the statistical zero-knowledge property 80
ℓH domain of the hash function H used in the Fiat-Shamir heuristic 256
ℓe size of the interval of the e values 120

TABLE 1: Idemix and CL-signature bit lengths of system parameters from [13]

KeyGen(ℓn): Select an ℓn-bit RSA modulus n← pq. Select p← 2p′+ 1, q← 2q′+ 1, where
p,q, p′,q′ are prime numbers. For a length of messages l, select R1, ...,Rl,S,Z ∈R QRn, where QRn

is the set of quadratic residues modulo n. Then, output the public key (n,R1, ...,Rl,S,Z) and store
the secret key p.

Sign(
→
m): Parse the messages

→
m← (m1, ...,ml), then choose a random prime number e with length

ℓe > ℓm +2, and random number v of length ℓv← ℓn + ℓm + ℓr with ℓr as the security parameter.
Afterwards, compute

A← ( Z
∏

l
i=1 Rmi

i Sv )
1/e mod n.

Finally output the signature σ ← (A,e,v).

Verify(
→
m,σ ): Verify the signature in tuple σ ← (A,e,v) on messages

→
m← (m1, ...,ml) by observing

whether the comparison

Z ≡ AeSv
∏

l
i=1 Rmi

i mod n∧mi ∈ {0,1}ℓm ∧2ℓe > e > 2ℓe−1

holds.

2.4.4 Algebraic Message Authentication Code

Message Authentication Codes (MAC) are akin to digital signatures as they are also used to provide
message integrity. But unlike digital signature schemes that uses public key infrastructure (PKI), the
signing and verification algorithms for MACs uses a shared private key. A MAC scheme consists
of a pair of public algorithms tag←Mack(m) and Veri f yk(tag,m), where the former is used to
produce the MAC or "tag" of a message, and the latter is used to verify a MAC [7]. A secure MAC
scheme must possess the EUF-CMA security property, where it is unfeasible for an adversary to
generate an existential forgery in the form of a valid MAC for a random message chosen by the
adversary [7].
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FIGURE 7: Decisional Diffie-Hellman Security Game

MACs constructed using prime order groups are called Algebraic Message Authentication Codes
(AMAC) [14]. AMACs have similar properties to CL-signatures in its ability to support blocks of
messages, supports blind issuance protocols, and allow ZKPs to be used when proving ownership
of valid MACs. There exists two AMAC constructions namely MACGGM and MACDDH [14]. This
document will focus on the MACDDH construction, which is based on the Decisional Diffie-Hellman
(DDH) problem. Figure 7 illustrates the DDH security game [7, 14]. Assume G is a cyclic group
with prime order q and generator g, the values x,y ∈R Fq, and z ∈R Fq or z← xy. The adversary is
given (A← gx,B← gy,C← gz), and asked to distinguish whether C was generated using z ∈R Fq

or z← xy.

The MACDDH construction consists of the Setup algorithm used to initialize public parameters
params, the key generation function KeyGen, a function MAC that produces an authentication tag
for a message, and a Verify function used to verify whether a tag is valid in respect to a key and
message [14]. The vector

→
m= (m1, ...,mn) is a collection of n messages in Fq, that correspond to a

set of attributes in anonymous credential systems. The functions used in the MACDDH construction
are as follows.

Setup(λ ): Generate a cyclic group G with order q, where q is a λ -bit prime. Determine the genera-
tors g,h ∈R G, where logg(h) is unknown. Output the system parameters params← (g,h,q,G).

KeyGen(params): Choose sk = z,x0,y0, ...,xn,yn ∈R Fq and output sk← (
→
x ,
→
y ,z).

MAC(sk,
→
m): Compute Hx(

→
m)← x0 +Σn

i=1ximi, and Hy(
→
m)← y0 +Σn

i=1yimi. Generate r ∈R Fq and

set σw← gr, σx← grHx(
→
m), σy← grHy(

→
m), and σz← gzr. Output the tuple σ ← (σw,σx,σy,σz).

Verify(sk,
→
m,σ ): Check that σw ̸= 1, σx = σ

Hx(
→
m)

w , σy = σ
Hy(
→
m)

w , and σz = σ z
w. If these checks pass,

output a valid bit (1), otherwise output an invalid bit (0).
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2.4.5 Comparison of Digital Signatures and AMAC Security Games

FIGURE 8: Digital Signatures EUF-CMA Security Game

FIGURE 9: MAC EUF-CMA Security Game

Both digital signatures and MACs have the same goal of achieving EUF-CMA security. The
EUF-CMA security game for digital signatures and MACs are displayed in Figure 8 and Figure 9
respectively. The EUF-CMA security game simulates an adaptive adversary that can query oracles
to help them sign and verify a signature / MAC on a chosen message. In Figure 8, the adversary
only has a signing oracle because digital signatures can be verified with the verification algorithm
that requires the public key pk. In Figure 9, the adversary has access to a signing and verification
oracle because the adversary does not have the challenger’s secret key sk used by the MAC and
verification algorithms. In both security games, the adversary wins if they can output a message
and signature / MAC that have not been queried with the oracle.

In [14], EUF-CMA is coined as existential Unforgeability against a Chosen Message Attack given
a Verification Oracle (uf-cmva). Another security definition is the strong existential unforgeability
against a chosen message attack (sEUF-CMA) where it is unfeasible for an adversary to provide
both a valid message and a valid MAC [7]. The Idemix specifications [13] do not state whether or
not CL-signatures are EUF-CMA. But CL-signatures are assumed to be secure if the underlying
RSA problem is hard [26, 24]. The MACDDH construction is designed and proven to be EUF-CMA
but not sEUF-CMA [14].

2.4.6 Idemix

The Identity Mixer Cryptography Library (Idemix) is an anonymous credential system developed
by IBM [13]. Idemix credentials rely on the authenticity of CL-signatures generated by the issuer.
Pseudonyms nym and domain pseudonyms dNym are commitments of the prover’s unique master
secret attribute, used to mark their relationship with an issuer or verifier in an unlinkable manner
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[24]. In the credential issuance phase, provers must show in zero-knowledge, that their master secret
ties-in to a unique pseudonym. Thus, they form a commitment on their master secret, and sends a
ZKP of a valid and unique master secret. Once the proof verifies, the issuer creates CL-signatures
for the requested attributes and sends to the prover a ZKP attesting that they were generated using
correct issuer keys. Alternatively, if the credential system does implement pseudonyms like in Sovrin
and IRMA, the prover can omit the commitment on the master secret and provide the commitments
Ci← ZmiSri( mod n) for each i∈ {1, ..., l} instead. The resulting commitments contain the prover’s
unique master secret since that unique attribute is m1. In the credential presentation phase, the
prover can present to the verifier a ZKP of valid CL-signatures on their credentials.

The following processes of an Idemix anonymous credential system were taken from [13] and [24].
For a description of the symbols used while describing an Idemix system, refer to Table 1 in section
2.4.3, and Table 2.

Parameter Description
Γ modulus of the commitment group
ρ prime order of subgroup Z∗

Γ

β cofactor of Γ−1

TABLE 2: Idemix system parameters from [13]

System Setup: Generate a commitment group Z∗
Γ

with order Γ−1 = ρ.β for a large prime ρ .
Compute a generator g from the group Z∗

Γ
, by selecting g′ ∈R Z∗

Γ
, where g′β ̸= 1( mod Γ), and

compute g← g
′β ( mod Γ). Afterwards, compute h← gr, where r ∈R [0, ...,ρ]. Finally output

params← (Γ,ρ,g,h).

FIGURE 10: Sequence diagram of Idemix key generation

CredKeygen(params): The key generation process for Idemix is summarized in figure 10. The
issuer generates a safe RSA key pair n← pq by first generating p and q, where p← 2p′+ 1
and q← 2q′+1. Then the issuer create parameters for the CL-signature by generating S ∈R QRn

and Z,R1, ...,Rl ∈R ⟨S⟩. The subgroup ⟨S⟩ is generated by S, and S must have order #QRn = p′q′.
Afterwards the issuer selects xZ,xR1 , ...,xRl ∈R [2, ..., p′q′−1]. These values are then used to compute
Z← SxZ and Ri← SxRi∀{1, ..., l}. Output the issuer public key pkl ← (n,S,Z,R1, ...,Rl) and store
the private key skl ← (p,q).
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FIGURE 11: Sequence diagram of Idemix credential issuance

Issuing Credentials: The credential issuance process for Idemix is summarized in figure 11. The
issuer chooses a random nonce n1 ∈R {0,1}ℓφ , and sends it to the prover. This nonce is used to
ensure the freshness of the prover’s ZKP of attributes to be signed by the issuer. Then, for a block of
messages−→m the prover generates a random ri ∈R {0,1}ℓn+2ℓφ+ℓH and the commitment Ci← ZmiSri(
mod n) for each i ∈ {1, ..., l}. The prover also generates an integer v′ ∈R {0,1}ℓn+ℓφ required to
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compute U ← Sv′
∏

l
i=1 Rmi

i ( mod n). Afterwards, the prover sends U , the commitments Ci for each
i ∈ {1, ..., l}, a new nonce called the prover’s nonce n2 ∈R {0,1}ℓφ , and the proof of knowledge

π := PK{(→m,v′,
→
r ) : U ≡ Sv′

∏
l
i=1 Rmi

i
∧Ci← ZmiSri∀i ∈ {1...l}

∧mi ∈ {0,1}ℓm+ℓφ+ℓH+1∀i ∈ {1...l}}(n1).

to the issuer. If the proof verifies, the issuer selects a random prime number e ∈R [2ℓe−1, ...2ℓe−1 +
2ℓ
′
e−1], a random integer ṽ ∈R {0,1}ℓv−1, and computes v′′ ← 2ℓv−1 + ṽ. Then, the issuer com-

putes Q← Z
USv′′∏l

i=1 Rmi
i
( mod n) and A← Qe−1 mod p′q′( mod n). Finally, the issuer sends the

CL-signature (A,e,v′′) and the proof

π := PK{(e−1) : A≡ Qe−1
( mod n)}(n2)

to the prover. The nonce n2 provided by the prover is used to ensure the freshness of the ZKP of the
CL-signature. If the proof validates, the prover accepts the CL-signature on their given attributes.

FIGURE 12: Sequence diagram of Idemix credential presentation

Credential Presentation: The credential presentation process for Idemix is summarized in figure
12. The verifier first sends the presentation nonce n1 ∈R {0,1}ℓφ to the prover. Then, for each
hidden attribute in −→m that has its index represented as h, the prover generates randomized attribute
values m̃i ∈R {0,1}ℓm+ℓφ+ℓH for i ∈ h. The prover randomizes their CL-signature by calculating
rA ∈R {0,1}ℓn+ℓφ , A′← ASrA , v′← v−erA, and e′← e−2ℓe−1. Next, the prover selects the random
integers ẽ ∈R {0,1}ℓ

′
e+ℓφ+ℓH and ṽ′ ∈R {0,1}ℓ

′
v+ℓφ+ℓH . These values are then used to calculate Z̃←

A′ẽSṽ′
∏i∈h Rm̃i

i ( mod n). The prover also computes the challenge hash value c← H(Z̃,A′,n1, pkl)
and the response values ê← ẽ+ ce′, v̂′← ṽ′+ cv′ and m̂i← m̃i + cmi∀i /∈ h. These response values
are called s-values in [13]. Finally, the values (Z̃,A′, ê, v̂′,

−→̂
m ,c), are presented to the verifier along

with the proof of knowledge

π := PK{(e,{mi∀i ∈ h},v) : Z
∏i/∈h Rmi

i
≡ AeSv

∏i∈h Rmi
i ( mod n)

∧mi ∈ {0,1}ℓm+ℓφ+ℓH+2∀i ∈ h
∧e−2ℓe−1 ∈ {0,1}ℓ′e+ℓφ+ℓH+2}(n1).
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FIGURE 13: Sequence diagram of Idemix credential verification

Verify Credential Presentation: The credential verification process for Idemix is summarized in
figure 13. In order to verify (Z̃,A′, ê, v̂′,

−→̂
m ,c) the verifier first computes

T̂ ← ( Z
∏i/∈h Rmi

i A′2ℓe−1 )
−cA′êSv̂′

∏i∈h Rm̂i
i mod n.

Afterwards, the verifier verifies the proof π by checking if the result of hashing T̂ together with the
public parameters pkl and nonce n1 equals to the challenge given by the prover in the proof π .

2.4.7 Keyed Verification Credentials From DDH

AMACs can be used to certify the authenticity of attributes by including the tag σ when plaintext
attributes

→
m are sent to the verifier. However, they can also be used in conjunction with commitment

schemes and ZKPs to create an anonymous credential system. During credential issuance, the
issuer creates commitments of the secret keys used to generate AMACs for the credentials. Then,
these commitments are shared using ZKPs to the prover along with their AMACs in plaintext,
to show that the AMACs were created using the proper parameters and secret keys. During
credential presentation, the prover creates randomizes the AMACs on their attributes and makes
commitments on them. In addition, they also create commitments on their hidden attributes. Then
these commitments are sent to the verifier along with a ZKP of their randomized AMACs and
attributes. The following are processes used in keyed verification credential based on MACDDH

[14].

Setup(λ ): Compute (g,h,q,G)← SetupDDH(λ ), and output params← (g,h,q,G).
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FIGURE 14: Sequence diagram of AMACDDH key generation

CredKeygen(params): The key generation process for the AMACDDH anonymous credential
system is summarized in figure 14. The issuer computes the MAC secret keys (

→
x ,
→
y ,z) ←

KeyGenDDH(params). Commit the secret values (x̃0, ỹ0, z̃) ∈R Fq and create the commitments
Cx0 ← gx0hx̃0 , Cy0 ← gy0hỹ0 , Cz← gzhz̃. Then compute Xi← hxi and Yi← hyi for each i ∈ {1, ...,n}.
Finally, output the issuer parameters iparams← (Cx0 ,Cy0 ,Cz,

→
X ,
→
Y ) and store the secret key sk←

(
→
x ,
→
y ,z, x̃0, ỹ0, z̃).

FIGURE 15: Sequence diagram of AMACDDH credential issuance

Issuing Credentials. The credential issuance process for the AMACDDH anonymous credential
system is summarized in figure 15. To issue a credential on all known attributes

→
m of the prover,
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the issuer computes (σw,σx,σy,σz)←MACDDH(sk,
→
m), and sends it together with the proof π that

shows the issuer’s knowledge of the secret key required to compute σ ← (σw,σx,σy,σz).

π := PK{(→x ,
→
y ,z, x̃0, ỹ0, z̃) : Veri f yDDH(sk,

→
m,σ)

∧Cx0 ← gx0hx̃0 ∧Cy0 ← gy0hỹ0 ∧Cz← gzhz̃

∧Xi← hxi ∧Yi← hyi∀i ∈ {1, ...,n}}.

FIGURE 16: Sequence diagram of MACDDH credential presentation

Show(params, iparams,φ ,cred,{mi}n
i ): The credential presentation process for the AMACDDH

anonymous credential system is summarized in figure 16. The prover chooses r,rx,ry,z1, ...,zn ∈R Fq

and parses cred ← (σw,σx,σy,σz). It randomises the credential by calculating σw ← σ r
w,σx ←

σ r
x ,σy←σ r

y ,σz←σ r
z . Then, computes {Cmi←σmi

w hzi}n
i=1,Cσx←σxgrx ,Cσy←σygry ,Vx← g−rx ∏

n
i=1 X zi

i ,
and Vy← g−ry ∏

n
i=1Y zi

i . The set of attributes (m1, ...mn) satisfies a set of statements φ that should
validate to true, according to their keys in iparams.

Afterwards, the prover sends σ ← (σw,σz,Cσx ,Cσy ,Vx,Vy,{Cmi}n
i ) together with the proof of knowl-

edge π , which is computed as

π = PK{→m,
→
z ,−rx,−ry) : φ(m1, ...mn) = 1

∧Cmi = σm1
w hz1∀i ∈ {1, ...,n}

∧Vx = g−rx ∏
n
i=1 X zi

i ∧Vy = g−ryx
∏

n
i=1Y zi

i }.

FIGURE 17: Sequence diagram of MACDDH credential verification
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ShowVerify(params, iparams,φ ,{xi,yi}n
i ,z,σ ,π): The credential verification process for the anony-

mous credential system using AMACDDH is summarized in figure 17. The verifier parses σ ←
(σw,σy,σz,Vx,Vy,{Cmi}n

i ,Cσx ,Cσy), and verifies that Vx =
σ

x0
w ∏

n
i=1 Cxi

mi
Cσx

and Vy =
σ

y0
w ∏

n
i=1 Cyi

mi
Cσy

. After-
wards, the verifier also verifies the proof π . If it is valid and if σz = σ z

w, the algorithm accepts and
outputs (Cm1 , ...,Cmn), otherwise it will reject and output an invalid bit.

2.5 Attribute-Based Credentials

Attribute-Based Credentials (ABC) is an authentication method that allows provers to authenticate
using secured digital credentials containing identifying attributes [4, 5]. The goal of ABC is to
enable unlinkable, data-minimized transactions [6]. Attributes are properties about an entity that
one wishes to share with a verifier, and credentials are the cryptographically signed containers of an
attribute that hides their specific details [4]. The design of attributes and credentials used in ABC
aligns with the W3C’s verifiable credential recommendation [19].

ABC functions using the basis of anonymous credentials and ZKPs to provide the following
security properties [4, 5]. Firstly, the issuer’s digital signature contained in the credential provides
a guarantee for the authenticity of the attributes within. Secondly, the integrity of the freshness
of the attributes in the credential is also guaranteed by the issuer’s signature. Thirdly, [4] implies
that credentials are bound to a unique hardware (or digital wallet), hence they are not transferable.
However, non-transferable credentials in this sense do not lock-in provers to a specific device, as
they can simply revoke their credential linked to an old device and reinitialize new credentials with
the same attributes in another. Thirdly, attribute-based credentials hide attributes with encryption,
and provide issuer and multi-show unlinkability. Unlinkability of presented credential is achieved
by omitting the issuer from the credential verification process, and encapsulating credentials in a
verifiable presentation for the verification process.

2.6 Blockchain Technology for SSI

A blockchain, or a distributed ledger, is an append only data structure that is shared between
multiple nodes within a peer-to-peer network [27]. In a blockchain network, validators or full nodes
are responsible for appending the latest record to the blockchain [28]. The validator’s permission
model can be used to categorize different blockchain types. In a permissionless blockchain, any
node can append the latest record to the blockchain. In a permissioned blockchain, only authorized
nodes within the network can append the latest record to the blockchain. A consensus algorithm is
used by the network of validating nodes to determine the latest record appended to the blockchain
[28].

The technologies used in a blockchain such as hash algorithms and public key cryptography [28]
is deemed applicable for SSI systems [27]. Hashed decentralized identifiers can be appended
to a blockchain and maintained by multiple parties over the network. The blockchain can be
a source of truth to verify an identity. Provers can present claims via decentralized identifiers
appended to the blockchain, without being tethered to a centralized identity provider [27]. Public
key cryptography used in a blockchain can be adapted to sign and validate verifiable credentials.
Blockchain technology promises decentralization, tamper-resistance, inclusiveness, cost-efficiency,
and user-control [27]. These promises are the reason why some experts encourages the development
of blockchain-based SSI initiatives.

Blockchain-based identity management systems fall within two categories: self-sovereign identities
and decentralized trusted identities [27]. Self-sovereign systems implements characteristics that
strive to achieve the goals of SSI such as the portability and control of prover credentials. While
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decentralized trusted identity systems uses existing identity documents issued by a centralized
authority (e.g identity cards or passports) and append claims towards them in a blockchain. Their
reliance on existing identity documents, contradicts a self-sovereign system’s requirement that
requires them to be independent of a centralized authority [29].

3 Existing SSI Systems

This chapter will describe several existing SSI systems that are either a blockchain or non-blockchain
approach. For each category, implementations that are of high-interest to this research questions
posited in this thesis are discussed first, before mentioning other less-relevant implementations.

3.1 Blockchain Based Implementations

The Sovrin foundation created a project that leverages permissioned blockchains to share and
verify anonymous credentials based on Idemix [27, 17]. According to their specifications [10, 30],
Sovrin implements SSI policies by providing autonomy to the prover regarding credential access
for verifying parties. An identity credential in the form of a DID document is issued on the request
of the prover [20]. During the issuance process, the schema of a credential and revocation methods
that describe the validation criteria of a credential are appended to the blockchain [20]. This schema
can be used by verifiers to validate the attributes of a presented credential. A prover can prove
ownership of identity attributes by presenting ZKPs of the credential to the verifier [20]. The code
for the Sovrin project has been contributed as an open-source project called Hyperledger Indy [30].

The utilization of ZKPs to verify credentials in Sovrin is of high-relevance to this study. Sovrin’s
ability to be deployed in a private network allows evaluation in a controlled environment regarding
the credential verification processes. Furthermore, Sovrin’s code is open-source, allowing extensive
exploration to its algorithms. There are numerous documents that describe Sovrin’s functionality
online, but the amount of spin-off projects and unfinished documentations that claimed to be part of
either Sovrin or Hyperledger Indy are abundant.

An SSI project called uPort uses smart-contract applications created on the Ethereum blockchain
[27, 17, 9]. The smart-contracts define operations regarding the issuance, and verification of identity
credentials. Unique credentials, in the form of issued uPortIDs are not stored in the blockchain but
are kept by their respective owners using a mobile client [27, 17, 9]. The registry smart-contract is
used to store mappings of uPortIDs to identity attributes, that can possibly disclose metadata about
a uPortID based on the JSON schema mapped to a specific identifier [27].

The developer documentation for uPort [31] is abstract and does not contain explanation about its
proof mechanisms. Although several literature have documented the features of uPort in terms of
its compliance with SSI principles [27, 17, 9], one of the research question posited in this thesis is
intended to study a system’s ZKP protocols. Therefore, studying uPort’s algorithm without proper
documentation would be an unfeasible task.

3.2 Non-blockchain Implementations

One ABC based implementation is the Dutch "I Reveal My Attributes" (IRMA) project [11]. IRMA
uses Idemix public and private keys in its verifiable credential models. Issuers in IRMA uses Idemix
private keys to sign credentials, while verifiers in IRMA uses Idemix public keys to validate IRMA
credentials [32]. A signed credential is generated by the issuer on the request of the prover. IRMA
does not have a centralized credential repository, and all credentials are stored by the prover in
their client applications. Provers can present their credentials to verifiers by forming credential
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presentations that contains ZKPs of valid issuer CL-signatures [25]. The underlying ZKP protocol
is based on solving discrete logarithm in a cyclic group of quadratic residue. IRMA consists of a
server-side component used to verify and issue credentials, a mobile client or Go library that allows
provers to manage and present issued credentials, as well as a JavaScript library used to generate
QR codes that bridge operations between the server-side and frontend components [33].

The IRMA application components are deployable in a private setting, allowing extensive evaluation
of its functionalities. Schemes or templates to test IRMA credentials can be created for testing
purposes, but several templates have already been hardcoded to the IRMA application [34]. Fur-
thermore, IRMA is still undergoing continued development, and has been utilized in various pilot
projects around the Netherlands. It is hoped that the findings pertaining to IRMA’s SSI properties
and credential proving capabilities discussed in this thesis can improve the maturity of the project.

4 SSI System Evaluation of Sovrin and IRMA

This chapter will discuss the evaluation methodology and findings pertaining research question
RQ1. The distinction between Sovrin and IRMA will be highlighted using a number of evaluation
criteria described in an SSI system evaluation framework.

4.1 Methodology

In order to investigate RQ1, both Sovrin and IRMA are subjected to a comparison of their SSI
properties. An evaluation framework [15] based on Allen’s SSI definition [3] is used to compare
the SSI properties of Sovrin and IRMA. For each of the 8 evaluation criteria, their description
will first be given. Then, an analysis of Sovrin and IRMA according to the evaluation criterion
will follow. This comparison will assist the explanation of the benefits and downsides of each SSI
system. Several points describing Sovrin’s properties in the findings are cited from [16].

4.2 Findings

The summary of each system’s SSI characteristics can be seen in Table 3. The following text will
elaborate the criteria and corresponding SSI properties in each system.

No. Evaluation Criteria Sovrin IRMA
1 User control and consent ✓ ✓
2 Privacy and protection ✓ ✓
3 No trust in central authority ✓ ✓
4 Portability and persistence ✓ ✓
5 Transparency ✓ ✓
6 Interoperability ✓ ✓
7 Scalability ✓ ✓
8 Usability × ✓

TABLE 3: Summary of the SSI Evaluation of Sovrin and IRMA

1. User control and consent. Provers in an SSI system should always be able to access and share their
credentials. The prover must give their consent before any personal information in the credential
can be shared with verifiers.

In both SSI systems, credentials are solely kept by the prover. Sovrin credentials are either stored in
the prover’s wallet or entrusted to a Sovrin agent running on edge networks [35]. IRMA credentials
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are stored inside the prover’s mobile application [11]. The same mobile application allows provers
to confirm credential disclosure requests after scanning a QR code. In Sovrin, provers are given
full autonomy regarding their credentials as they can select which attributes are revealed during
credential disclosure [15].

2. Privacy and protection. The SSI system must advocate for the protection of the prover’s privacy.
Disclosure of identity claims or personal attributes should be set to the minimum amount required
by verifiers. Furthermore, the cryptography used in the system must have sound security guarantees.

Besides using ZKPs during selective disclosure of attributes, unique pairwise-pseudonymous DIDs
and public keys are established between Sovrin provers, issuers, and verifiers [15]. This unique
DID, can be used as a private communication channel to exchange credentials between two parties
for as long as they require [16]. IRMA does not use DIDs to establish a relationship between each
participant. During IRMA issuance and proving protocols, communication between parties are done
through secure JSON web token (JWT) sessions created by the IRMA server [16]. Both Sovrin
and IRMA implement the Idemix anonymous credential system that guarantees its security in the
documentation [13]. The amount of claims or attributes that verifier’s can request, are limited to the
attributes defined in either Sovrin’s credential definition [35] or IRMA’s credential scheme [34].
Thus, both SSI systems ensure that the attributes requested by a verifier during disclosure does not
exceed the required amount.

3. No trust in central authority. Apart from the prover, credentials should not be stored by a
centralized third-party.

Credential schemas are used as a model to define attributes in a credential, while credential defini-
tions are credential schemas that contains the issuer’s public keys [35]. These two aforementioned
artefacts are not considered credentials, since they do not contain any identifying prover attributes.
Sovrin does not have a central authority that stores issued credentials, and network policies are
enforced to agents and stewards to prevent collusion in the network [15]. Schemas are stored on
the blockchain, but credentials are kept in each prover’s wallet or an agent appointed by the prover
[35]. Credential schemas in IRMA are managed by the scheme manager that periodically updates
their records from the global IRMA attribute index 1 or a self-hosted attribute index containing the
schemas for a private organization [34]. IRMA credentials are stored in the prover’s IRMA mobile
application [11, 16]. As an added layer of security, some IRMA credentials require a verification
via keyshare server that asks for the prover’s PIN before a claim or attribute can be disclosed [36].
However, keyshare servers do not have access to the prover’s credentials.

4. Portability and persistence. Credentials should be long-lasting or valid as long as its owner
desires. All traces of information pertaining to the prover’s credential, must be removable from the
SSI system. Issued credentials should be transportable, in a sense that the owner can freely update
or present their credentials. In addition, credential recovery methods should be available.

In case of theft, Sovrin credentials can be recovered by revoking old credentials or secret keys, and
re-creating them [20]. Sovrin credentials stored in the prover wallet or agent can be freely used
to interact with other verifying entities, and be deleted whenever the prover desires [35]. Besides
authenticating credential issuance or disclosure protocols, the IRMA keyshare server can be used to
revoke IRMA credentials [36]. The IRMA mobile application stores the prover’s issued credential,
and the prover can scan QR codes of IRMA sessions to receive new credentials or present them to a
verifier [11]. IRMA credential backup and recovery options such as [37] are still in development.

1https://privacybydesign.foundation/attribute-index/en/
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5. Transparency. The components, system functions, and algorithms used in an SSI system must be
transparent and well-documented. In other words, they must be implemented using open source
components. This also extends to the structure and life-cycle of credentials.

The anonymous credentials used in Sovrin and IRMA are based on Idemix [13]. Sovrin’s protocols
and schemas are based on open standards, and their system is created using the open source
implementation of the Hyperledger Indy Project [15]. To manage the identity blockchain, the
Sovrin foundation partnered with experts in the field of digital identity to become network stewards
responsible for serving a blockchain filled with credential schemas and credential definitions [15].
The complete list of obligations and criteria of a steward are stated in the Sovrin whitepaper [10],
along with a list of network stewards in [38]. Code for Hyperledger Indy is publicly available 2.
Similarly, IRMA uses open source standards, and has an extensive documentation [11, 25, 33, 34,
36]. The IRMA attribute index contains schemas issued by the Privacy By Design Foundation
(PBDF), but private organizations may also host their own attribute index. The attribute index
defines attribute parameters for IRMA credentials that can be issued and verified by different
organizations. Besides documentation, code for the numerous IRMA components are available in
their public github repository 3.

6. Interoperability. Digital identities used in an SSI system should be usable across various jurisdic-
tions and system implementations. This implies that identities issued in an SSI system should be
usable with different verifying parties.

The interoperability of credentials in each SSI system relies on the amount of issuers and verifiers
that a prover can use their credentials with. The Sovrin foundation is actively recruiting new partners
to join the role of agents or stewards [15], to increase the usability of their credentials with a variety
of providers. The Sovrin whitepaper states that credentials are portable and usable across any device
that can act as a Sovrin client [39]. Currently, IRMA credential schemes are listed in the online
attribute index, where scheme managers can periodically update their records. New issuers adopting
IRMA credentials can also have their credential definition published on the global index [16], or
they can host their own attribute index in their own servers [34]. In conclusion, credentials in both
Sovrin and IRMA are usable with other verifiers, as long as verifiers have access to credential
schemas and definitions of each respective SSI systems.

7. Scalability. An SSI system must be highly scalable. The system functionalities should be able
to operate effectively when resources are dwindling, and the number of users and load increases.
Therefore, an SSI system must have various configuration options.

The blockchain nodes in Sovrin are divided into a group of validator nodes that can append new
transactions to the blockchain, and a larger group of observing nodes hosting read-only blockchains
that processes prover requests [15]. The Hyperledger Indy github repository contains dockerfiles
describing a basic Sovrin network setup. Different dockerfile configurations can be used to deploy
Sovrin blockchain nodes in a way that suits the network requirement. The IRMA documentation
states that server components are made up of the backend and the IRMA server binary [40]. IRMA
server components can be compiled into an executable binary [33]. Hence they can be deployed
with performance enhancers such as load balancers or deployed as orchestrated container instances.

8. Usability. Finally, SSI systems must be usable and user-friendly. Independent of system or server
configuration, provers should have access to an easy-to-use client application for interacting with
their credentials. An SSI system that fulfills this criteria can encourage widespread adoption.

2https://wiki.hyperledger.org/display/indy
3https://github.com/privacybydesign
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A previous study has reported that client-side implementations for Sovrin is still in its infancy [15].
To encourage developer activity, the Hyperledger Indy project provides the indy-client library that
can be used to create client applications for provers, along with the Hyperledger Aries agent library
that can be used to create Sovrin agents [41]. One notable Sovrin client created using these libraries
is Orgbook of Canada [16] that implement identity wallets. On the other hand, IRMA provides a
ready-to-use mobile application as the primary means for provers to use their credentials [11, 16].
In addition to the mobile application, the PBDF also provides a client library that developers can
use to create new IRMA client applications.

4.3 Interpretation

The previous analysis and summary in table 3 describes how both Sovrin and IRMA possesses
the traits required by an SSI system. A main feature that Sovrin lacks according to the evaluation
framework is the absence of a user-friendly client application. A Sovrin client application may
exist, but it is not publicly available except to partners that Sovrin have created a pilot project with.
As an alternative, developers keen on creating a Sovrin client application are encouraged to use the
Hyperledger Indy client libraries. However, this shortcoming does not invalidate Sovrin as an SSI
system.

Sovrin possesses traits that still qualifies it as an SSI system. The privacy of prover credentials
are guaranteed, credentials are not kept by a centralized authority, and the inner-workings of
Sovrin are transparent and documented. The blockchain used as a source of record for credential
schemas provide an extra layer of trust. Since these schemas are stored on the blockchain, issuers
and verifiers can cross-validate a credential with the latest schemas in the blockchain. A prover
receiving their credentials can also verify that their credential contains the required attributes and
proper issuer keys. Furthermore, since multiple Sovrin validator and observer nodes manage a
blockchain containing these schemas, decentralization is achieved, ensuring that no centralized
authorities can manipulate them.

Using a blockchain to manage credential schemas comes with the drawback of additional system
complexity. Additional server infrastructure is required to host and manage the blockchain nodes
deployed alongside backend server components used by issuers and verifiers. These complexities
within a blockchain-based SSI system affects the availability of client applications [15, 16]. An
SSI system that solely relies on PKI like IRMA do not require additional system to manage a
distributed ledger of schemas. At a minimum, an IRMA system can be created by deploying a
single verifier and issuer backend server acting as an IRMA server or use REST API to interact
with the public IRMA server [40]. This relatively easy deployment makes IRMA an attractive SSI
system for organizations eager to quickly create a prototype SSI implementation.

Just like Sovrin, IRMA gives provers the ability to use of self-sovereign digital credentials. Once
issued, credentials are stored in the prover’s mobile application and no other copies are available
elsewhere. The extensive code repository and technical documentation allows developers to quickly
create and test new prototypes, while also showing transparency to organizations concerned about
user privacy. In addition, IRMA gains the upper hand on Sovrin by having a publicly available
mobile application that is attractive to new users.

One drawback of IRMA is its reliance to the public attribute index governed by the PBDF, or a
self-hosted attribute index [34]. These indexes are used by IRMA scheme managers as a trusted
source for credential definitions. Thus, a dishonest custodian of the schema manager can possibly
manipulate a credential definition without notice, invalidating credentials already issued to provers.
In a development setting, credential definitions can be created by an issuer and used independent
of the IRMA scheme index. Furthermore, if an organization desires to publish their credential
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definitions on the public attribute index, they must ask for the permission of the PBDF. Contrarily,
the blockchain used by Sovrin to manage credential schemas and definitions is harder to manipulate.
A dishonest custodian would have to append changes to the ledger that was entrusted to them, as
well as the other ledgers managed by other custodians. This observation can be used to argue that
IRMA lacks to Sovrin in terms of evaluation criterion 3, restricting SSI systems to have no trust in
a central authority [15]. But the evaluation criterion stated that only credentials should not be kept
by a central authority, it does not however cover credential schemas. If this criterion is extended to
include credential schemas and credential definitions, the new summary of the SSI characteristics
for each SSI system can be seen below in Table 4.

No. Evaluation Criteria Sovrin IRMA
1 User control and consent ✓ ✓
2 Privacy and protection ✓ ✓
3 No trust in central authority ✓ ×
4 Portability and persistence ✓ ✓
5 Transparency ✓ ✓
6 Interoperability ✓ ✓
7 Scalability ✓ ✓
8 Usability × ✓

TABLE 4: Alternative summary of the SSI Evaluation of Sovrin and IRMA

5 Comparison of Credential Proving Methods in Sovrin and IRMA

This chapter will describe the research method and findings concerning the credential proving
methods of Sovrin and IRMA, as posited in research question RQ2.

5.1 Methodology

In order to investigate RQ2, the documentation and implementation of both Sovrin and IRMA
are studied in terms of their use of ZKPs to prove ownership of valid issuer signature on their
credentials. The original intent was to discover the differences between the credential proving
methods of each SSI system, and the possibility of protocol interchangeability. But, both Sovrin
and IRMA implements Idemix anonymous credentials. Hence interchanging credential proving
methods between Sovrin and IRMA was deemed unnecessary. Alternatively, the following section
will briefly discuss how each SSI system implement Idemix.

5.2 Interpretation

In Idemix, ZKPs are exchanged during credential issuance and credential disclosure [13]. During
the credential issuance phase, the prover presents an attribute ZKP while the issuer presents an
issuance ZKP. Initially, the prover presents a ZKP certifying that their attributes (including their
secret attribute) to be inserted in the credential are correct. Then, once the proof verifies, the issuer
creates a credential with the provided attributes and signs the credential with their secret key.
In addition to the credential, the issuer also presents a ZKP certifying that the issuer possesses
knowledge of the correct issuer parameters to the prover. In the credential disclosure phase, the
prover is the only participant that presents a ZKP. The prover sends a ZKP to the verifier displaying
that they have valid issuer signatures on the hidden or revealed attributes.
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The ZKP protocols implemented in Sovrin and IRMA follows the specifications described in the
Idemix documentation [39, 25]. Both Sovrin and IRMA exchanges the same amount, and type of
ZKP during the credential issuance and disclosure phase. In addition, nonces are used in both SSI
systems to guarantee the freshness of each ZKP. The difference between the credential proving
method of Sovrin and IRMA lies in the credential schema location. In both SSI systems, issuers
and verifiers retrieve the credential schema and definition from their respective verifiable data
registries. In Sovrin, credential schemas and definitions are appended on the blockchain [35]. In
IRMA, scheme managers manage credential schema and definitions retrieved from the IRMA
attribute index or a self-hosted attribute index [34]. In short, despite the different schema locations,
the credential proving methods for Sovrin and IRMA are identical.

6 AMACs as Credential Proving Method for SSI Systems

In this chapter, the compatibility of AMACs as an alternative credential proving method for an
open source SSI system will be investigated. Firstly, the methodologies of the tests conducted to
investigate research question RQ3 are elaborated. Then, the credential disclosure proving perfor-
mance benchmarks of AMACDDH and Idemix will be presented. The performance benchmarks will
include the size of each disclosure proof and the time required to create them. In addition to the
benchmarks, an interpretation of the results is also presented.

6.1 Methodology

In order to investigate RQ3, the size of the ZKPs and the execution times required to generate them
during credential disclosure are compared between a system based on AMACDDH and Idemix. A
previous study suggests that the computation cost required to generate a ZKP during credential
issuance and verification, is less than the cost of generating a ZKP when proving credentials [14].
Moreover, the need for an analysis on a credential system’s proving cost is emphasized through
proposals that require provers to use low-power equipment such as smart cards [4]. The disclosure
proof size and calculation tests, will be done for a different number of attributes n and revealed
attributes r.

The presented credential system based on AMACDDH is implemented using Go. The implementation
is created using Go to allow for a direct comparison when proving the same credential type with
the Idemix system implemented in IRMA. The Idemix functions used in IRMA are defined in
the Gabi library 4 which was also implemented in Go. Although not equivalent to comparing the
proof creation performance of AMACDDH in a full IRMA system, a comparison of the disclosure
proof computation cost is still considered valid. This is because the same credential type with
attributes represented as an array of BigInteger objects are used as input for the issuance and
proving methods in both the Gabi library and the AMACDDH implementation. The Gabi library
will call the CreateDisclosureProof function, that contains the functionality required to create a
credential disclosure proof in IRMA. This process can be seen in Figure 12 when the prover creates
the credential presentation and disclosure proof. During the test, the nonce is randomly generated
in the main file to simulate a prover that has received a nonce sent by verifier. Alternatively, the
AMACDDH implementation will create a credential disclosure proof by calling the implemented
Show function as defined in section 2.4.7. This process is represented in Figure 16 when the prover
creates the credential presentation and disclosure proof. In both Idemix and AMACDDH tests, the
emphasis is on measuring the disclosure proof creation time, hence the execution time for the
credential presentation creation is disregarded.

4https://github.com/privacybydesign/gabi
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The AMACDDH implementation uses Go’s built-in elliptic curve library based on elliptic curve
P-256 as defined in FIPS 186-3[42]. In contrast, Idemix uses 2048-bit RSA modulus, with system
parameters defined in [13]. The size of the disclosure proof is determined by summing up the bit
lengths of the variables contained in the disclosure proofs. The variables in the disclosure proof
includes the challenge value and responses used to represent the randomized credential values in
the sigma protocol. In addition, the Idemix disclosure proof created using the Gabi library also
contains the list of revealed attribute values. The AMACDDH specification in section 2.4.7 does not
explicitly combine the proof with the revealed attributes. The disclosure proof size of AMACDDH

presented in the findings includes the bit length of the revealed attributes as well. This will provide
an equivalent comparison with the Idemix proof generated using the Gabi library. The sizes of the
disclosure proof can be used with the disclosure proving time data, to roughly estimate the elapsed
time to compute and send the proof to a verifier in a wireless network environment. The execution
times for each proving method will be measured in milliseconds (ms). The disclosure proving
time of each implementation will be measured for a number of attributes n with the values 1, 10,
20, 30, 40, and 50. Other than the first value which only measured the proving time for 1 hidden
and revealed attribute, the others will measure the elapsed proving time for when all attributes are
hidden, half revealed, and fully revealed. In addition, the disclosure proving times for a linearly
incremented number of total attributes n with values between 0 and 50 will be measured for when
all attributes are fully hidden and fully revealed. For each proving time test, the average execution
time and standard deviation are taken from 100 iterations. The mean value and standard deviation
are used to summarize quantitative data [43]. All the tests were executed on a computer with 2,6
GHz Intel I7-9750H CPU and 16GB of RAM.

6.2 Findings

(n,r)
Proof size Proof time

AMACDDH Idemix AMACDDH Idemix
(1,0) 1280 bits 7870 bits 1.14 ms 2.87 ms
(1,1) 1024 bits 7670 bits 0.6 ms 2.51ms

TABLE 5: Mean disclosure proof size and calculation time for a single attribute

The size of the disclosure proof for a single attribute produced in AMACDDH and Idemix can be
seen in Table 5. When the attribute is hidden, the size of the AMACDDH proof is 1280 bits, which is
smaller than the Idemix proof that is 7870 bits. The Idemix proof is larger because it contains a
randomized CL-signature and challenge variable that has a bit length of 2048 bits each, along with
three sigma protocol responses with a bit length of 594 bits, 2724 bits, and 456 bits. In comparison,
the AMACDDH proof consisted of a challenge variable, and four sigma protocol response variables,
each with a bit length of 256 bits. When the single attribute is revealed, the size of each disclosure
proof decreases because it omits the response variables related to the committed attributes presented
in the proof. However, an additional 256 bit number is substituted to represent the revealed attribute.
In an AMACDDH proof, two variables related the committed value responses are subtracted. When
added with the revealed attribute, it produced a disclosure proof size of 1024 bits. In the Idemix
disclosure proof, the 456 bit number representing the committed attribute response is subtracted.
Afterwards, the revealed attribute is added to the proof causing it to have a size of 7670 bits.

The disclosure proof calculation time for a single attribute in AMACDDH and Idemix are also
presented in Table 5. The presented benchmark results for a single attribute proof disclosure show
that AMACDDH computed a proof faster than Idemix. Idemix computed a disclosure proof in
2.87 milliseconds when no attributes are revealed, while AMACDDH computed a proof in 1.14
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milliseconds. When the number of revealed attributes are equal to the number of issued attributes,
both proving methods performed faster than when attributes are hidden. When the attribute is
revealed, the AMACDDH implementation is faster by over 0.5 milliseconds than AMACDDH when
attributes are hidden. In contrast, Idemix with revealed attributes is faster by over 0.3 milliseconds
than Idemix with hidden attributes.

FIGURE 18: Disclosure proof size including revealed attributes for AMACDDH and Idemix
with different number of attributes n and revealed attributes

FIGURE 19: Mean disclosure proving times for AMACDDH and Idemix with different
number of attributes n and revealed attributes r

Figure 18 shows the disclosure proof size produced in AMACDDH and Idemix for various numbers of
attributes with different ratios of revealed attributes. The trend of Idemix having a larger disclosure
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FIGURE 20: Mean disclosure proving times for AMACDDH and Idemix

proof size seen in Table 5, is also present in Figure 18. In all cases, AMACDDH produced a smaller
discosure proof size than Idemix. For each number of total attributes, the credential size decreases
when more attributes are revealed. The proof size increases as the number of attributes grow,
because the number of response variables related to the hidden attribute also increases. As the
number of total attributes increases, the difference between the proof size of AMACDDH and Idemix
diminishes. For example, the difference between the proof size of AMACDDH and Idemix for when
all 10 attributes are hidden is 6086. The difference becomes 3846 bits for 50 hidden attributes. The
decrease in proof size can also be observed when half of the attributes and all of the attributes are
revealed.

The results of the credential proving times can be seen in Figure 19. The results in Figure 19 show
that when no attributes are revealed, AMACDDH is faster than Idemix when generating proofs for
10 issued attributes. When half of the attributes are revealed, AMACDDH is faster than Idemix
until the number of issued attributes is 20. The AMACDDH system performs better than Idemix
when all attributes are revealed, displaying similar results to Table 5. The standard deviation of the
AMACDDH results in Figure 19 grows as the number of parameters n increases. On the other hand,
the Idemix results have relatively constant standard deviations.

The credential proving times for AMACDDH and Idemix in linear incremented number of attributes
can be observed in Figure 20. When no attributes are revealed, AMACDDH is faster during credential
proving than Idemix. But Idemix begins to surpass AMACDDH when the number of issued attributes
reaches 26. Afterwards, AMACDDH performed slower than Idemix for larger numbers of issued
attributes. When the number of hidden and revealed attributes are equivalent, AMACDDH is about
4 times faster than Idemix when computing a disclosure proof. Some lines in Figure 20 showed
peaks in execution time due to unforeseen overhead in the Go program used for testing.
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6.3 Interpretation

6.3.1 Disclosure Proof Size

As shown in Table 5 and Figure 18, AMACDDH possesses a smaller disclosure proof size than
Idemix. Besides the amount of variables in the produced proof, the size of the disclosure proof is
mainly affected by the bit length of the parameters. The AMACDDH implementation uses 256 bit
numbers for addition and multiplication operations in the P-256 elliptic curve. The Idemix system
uses 2048 RSA parameters and other system parameters defined in the documentation [13], that
has larger bit lengths than the AMACDDH elliptic curve parameters. Despite having a smaller proof
size than Idemix, the results in Figure 18 show that the difference between the disclosure proof
size of AMACDDH and Idemix decreases as the number of total attributes grow. It is hypothesized
that the smaller disclosure proof size of AMACDDH would become negligible for a large number of
attributes when n > 50, because the proof size would be similar to an Idemix proof. Nevertheless,
for a small number of attributes such as n = 10 or n = 1, the efficient disclosure proof size of
AMACDDH would benefit an SSI system because it requires less storage resources.

6.3.2 Disclosure Proof Computation Time

In their proposal, the authors of AMACDDH provided benchmarks that shows how their method
performed better than Idemix [14]. In their benchmarks, the number of issued attributes is fixed to
10, with varying numbers of revealed attributes. Findings presented in this thesis show that when
the number of total issued attributes is 10, AMACDDH is faster than Idemix when all attributes
are hidden, half revealed, and fully revealed. Thus, the results supports the performance boost
mentioned in the aforementioned AMAC proposal. However, when the number of issued attributes
is larger than 10, there is a point where the performance of AMACDDH begins to drop in comparison
to Idemix. Hence, anonymous credential systems that require provers to prove a small number
of attributes can harness the performance benefits offered by AMACDDH. The threshold for the
number of recommended attributes can be seen in Figure 20 where the AMACDDH line begins to
dip under the Idemix line, which is when the number of attributes n = 26.

Despite using elliptic curves when implementing the AMACDDH credential system, the results
show how the computation time for disclosure proofs can be slower than the finite field operations
implemented in Idemix. Operations within an elliptic curve have lower computation costs when
compared with operations in a finite field [7]. However, in some cases elliptic curve operations
can be slower than their finite field counterparts. For example, the execution time for signing
algorithms of Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is slower than RSA signatures,
but its verification algorithm is faster [44]. Therefore, the performance implications of elliptic curve
algorithms seems to be affected by the choice of the elliptic curve parameters and the implemented
algorithm.

6.3.3 Disclosure Proving in a Network Environment

The findings related to the proof computation time are taken from an isolated test in a single
machine. But the proving time for a single attribute in a network environment can be crudely
estimated from the proof size and creation time results in Table 5. For example, assume that an SSI
system is deployed using a 3G wireless network environment that has a maximum throughput of
about 2Mbps ≈ 2×107bps [45]. The time required to transport an AMACDDH disclosure proof for
a single hidden attribute is 1280

2×107 = 6.4× 10−5s ≈ 6.4× 10−8ms. Afterwards, the transport time
required for the AMACDDH proof can be added to the existing proving time of 1.14ms shown in
Table 5 to produce the total proving time. However, the previously mentioned calculation for the
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total proving time did not take into account the time required to initiate the network connection and
wait for the acknowledgement response from the verifier to complete the connection.

6.3.4 AMAC as an SSI Proving Method

The findings showed that AMACDDH is compatible for use with SSI systems. However, since it
uses the same issuer private key to issue and verify credentials, issuer private keys must be shared
with verifiers to allow credential validation in the SSI system. Results of the previous experiments
demonstrated how a credential with its attributes represented as an array of BigInteger objects
following IRMA’s credential format, is compatible with the disclosure proving method implemented
in the AMACDDH credential system that also represents attributes as an array of BigInteger. SSI
systems such as IRMA that use Idemix key pairs do not require issuers to share their private
keys with verifiers, since the public keys attached in credential definitions can be used to verify a
credential. However, since verification in an AMAC credential system requires the issuer private
key, key-sharing protocols to distribute private keys with verifiers should be considered if IRMA
intends to implement the AMACDDH credential system. A one-time key-sharing protocol can be
executed between the issuer and verifier during the CredKeygen phase described in section 2.4.7,
when MAC private keys for a prover’s attributes are generated by the issuer. Thus, there are no
additional computation and network cost introduced during the AMACDDH credential verification
phase since verifiers would have already possessed the issuer’s private key.

7 Discussions

This chapter will reiterate the research questions posited at the introduction of this thesis and recall
the findings discussed in chapters 4, 5 and 6 to examine whether each research question has been
addressed. Afterwards, the limitations of this study and recommendations for future studies will be
discussed.

7.1 Addressing Research Questions

This section will contain a discussion addressing each research question formulated in the introduc-
tion.

• RQ1: What is the difference between Sovrin and IRMA’s SSI implementation?

– SQ1.1: What are the benefits and downsides of a blockchain SSI system?

– SQ1.2: What are the benefits and downsides of non-blockchain SSI system?

After evaluating Sovrin and IRMA using the SSI system evaluation framework in chapter 4, two
distinctions between them can be made.

The first difference between Sovrin and IRMA’s SSI implementation is the location of credential
schemas and credential definitions. Sovrin stores schemas in a blockchain shared between each
validator and observer nodes, while IRMA schemas are located in a specified scheme manager.
Blockchain SSI systems can benefit from the decentralized schema ledger as it provides additional
assurance against colluding schema custodians. However, managing the architecture of a blockchain
SSI system introduces challenges that are not present in non-blockchain systems. Non-blockchain
SSI systems have less deployment requirements, making it a viable choice for rapid prototyping.
But, if credential schemas rely on attribute indexes managed by a single entity like in IRMA, a
threat arises where organizations who have access to attribute indexes can manipulate credential
schemas to disrupt the SSI system.
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Another difference between Sovrin and IRMA is in terms of their usability. The SSI system
evaluation framework [15] requires an SSI system to have user-friendly client applications. IRMA
has a mobile application which can be used by provers to store and share their credentials. On
the other hand, Sovrin does not have a publicly available client application. Both SSI systems
provide client libraries in their respective code repositories, allowing developers to create client
applications.

• RQ2: What is the difference between Sovrin’s and IRMA’s ZKP protocol? Are different ZKP
protocols interchangeable between them?

In chapter 5, it was discovered that there were no apparent differences between Sovrin and IRMA in
terms of their ZKP protocols. Both SSI systems are based on Idemix. Idemix anonymous credential
systems exchange ZKPs of valid CL-signatures on attributes in the credential [13]. Since Sovrin and
IRMA both share the same anonymous credential system, there was no need to exchange credential
proving protocols between them.

• RQ3: Can keyed verification credentials based on algebraic MACs be implemented as
proving mechanism for Sovrin or IRMA? What are the differences in performance between
their current ZKP protocols and the newly implemented alternative method?

This study showed how anonymous credential systems based on AMACs is a compatible credential
proving method for IRMA. Findings show that valid disclosure proofs can be computed from
credentials with attributes represented as an array of BigInteger objects using IRMA’s Idemix
implementation, and the AMACDDH implementation used in this study. The size of the disclosure
proof produced by the AMACDDH implementation is smaller than the disclosure proof produced
using Idemix. The smaller bit lengths of the AMACDDH system allows the production of more
efficient-sized disclosure proofs than Idemix. However, the results presented in Figure 18 suggest
that the size of the disclosure proof produced using AMACDDH might be as big as an Idemix
disclosure proof for larger number of attributes. In terms of the proving time, AMACDDH was able
to produce a proof faster than Idemix for a small number of attributes when all attributes are hidden.
The performance gains of AMACDDH become insubstantial when larger amount of hidden attributes
are proved. The AMACDDH credential system produced a disclosure proof faster than Idemix when
the number of hidden and revealed attributes are equal. However, this means that the SSI system
enforce provers to always disclose their attributes when presenting their ZKPs to verifiers.

Why do Sovrin and IRMA use Idemix instead of keyed verification credentials based on AMACs ?

The reason why Idemix is used for Sovrin and IRMA is because it aligns with their requirements.
The anonymous credential systems discussed so far have different cryptography foundations. Idemix
is based on CL-signatures, and AMACs are based on MACs. Signature schemes use asymmetric
keys, while MACs use a symmetric key [7]. The lead developer of the IRMA project explained
how the development team prefers asymmetric keys than symmetric approaches (Ringers, S.,
personal communication, January 17 2022). SSI systems like Sovrin and IRMA publishes credential
definitions containing the issuer’s public key. This allows verifiers to validate the ZKP in a credential
using the public key attached in the credential definition. If these SSI systems use anonymous
credentials based on AMACs instead of idemix, then secure key-sharing protocols are required to
allow the distribution of issuer secret keys with verifiers. The security of key-sharing protocols must
be ensured, because sharing issuer private keys introduces the threat of non-issuers producing an
existential or strong existential forgery of signatures / MACs on a credential. Alternatively, AMACs
can be used without a key-sharing protocol in an SSI system setting where the issuer and verifier
are the same entity.
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7.2 Limitations and Recommendations

The SSI system evaluation framework [15] used in this study expected researchers to conduct
a qualitative comparison on SSI systems. A framework containing quantitative scoring rubrics
would be better for such comparisons because it can provide definitive grades for each aspect.
Furthermore, some of the evaluation points in the framework could have been extended to cover
other aspects of an SSI system. As discussed in chapter 4, the evaluation criterion concerning an
SSI system’s non-reliance to a centralized authority specified that credentials must not be stored
by a centralized entity. This definition does not extend to credential schemas. This criterion can
introduce ambiguity since an argument can be made to classify both SSI systems for being reliant
to a centralized authority, by mentioning how credential schemas are governed by the issuer and
custodians of attribute indexes. If the schema is manipulated after credentials are issued, there is
the possibility of verifiers rejecting credentials due to it not containing the attributes defined in the
new schema. Another example in chapter 4 is how the ambiguous nature of some of the evaluation
criterion can be used to invalidate IRMA’s compliance to the SSI criterion regarding non-reliance
with a centralized authority.

The discussions posited throughout this thesis have explored the different ZKP protocols used
during credential disclosure in SSI systems. However, it has not studied the effect of implementing
a different anonymous credential system such as AMACDDH in a complete deployment of an SSI
system. Future studies are urged to explore the performance implications of fully migrating the
Idemix functions in Sovrin or IRMA with another anonymous credential system. Furthermore,
the experiments conducted in chapter 6 were done in a single machine without considering the
performance implications of a network setting. A crude method to estimate the proving time of
each method was discussed to show how the total disclosure proving time can be calculated using
the data presented in chapter 6. But the method was not pursued further because the preliminary
result showed that the result’s difference was negligible with the proving times presented in chapter
6. A more sophisticated effort in the future can involve measuring the throughput and bandwidth of
multiple provers generating a disclosure proof to a verifier in the network. More data concerning the
performance benchmarks of the ZKP performance is required. Another possibility of future study
is to explore how alternative elliptic curves might affect the performance of AMACDDH. One of the
authors of the AMAC proposal suggested that using optimized elliptic curves such as Curve25519
and FourQ, or optimizing the programming logic of AMACs in the same P-256 curve, would show
improvements in the disclosure times mentioned in [14] (Zaverucha, G., personal communication,
January 10 2022).

8 Conclusion

In conclusion, the best ZKP protocols used for open source SSI systems would depend on the
use-case requirement. The findings in this thesis showed that digital signatures were adopted by
some SSI systems because it allowed verifiers to conduct verification using the issuer’s public key.
Moreover, SSI Systems based on digital signatures have an extra layer of security because private
keys are not shared with non-issuers. However, alternative ZKP protocols based on AMACs with
symmetric keys can also be used if existential forgeries are not a problem, such as when the issuer
and verifier entities are the same, or if a secure key-sharing protocol is already in place.

The evaluation posited in this thesis have compared how two practical open source SSI systems
differ from each other in terms of their SSI properties. Blockchain and non-blockchain SSI systems
essentially function the same way, but differ in how credential schemas are managed. Then, it is
revealed that Sovrin and IRMA use the same Idemix anonymous credential system that exchanges
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ZKPs of CL-signatures contained in a credential. Afterwards, despite having a larger proof size
than AMACDDH , the proving performance of Idemix is faster than a system based on AMACDDH

when larger number of fully hidden attributes are involved.
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